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Washington, 0.0, 20535 

Your letter of June 5,197€ beginewith deacription af enclosed Attachment A, 
“tem pagtifthat hed previously been claasified and was withheld.” 

With regard to 44~36981-3510 you state that theres paragraphs were duclaseified. 
With msgerd to Serial 5913 you state “veracraph 2." 

Your new workshee}s eliminate the kind of information that is not seeret or even 
subject to classification. Gne of the changes is in the nember af pages in the record 
and the nutber of pages released, You now have « single colum that takes up more space 
than beth coluens 444 befere revision ef the worksheets, 

this fact and the lack ef clariffestion do what you aided makes for at the yery 
igast confusion if act for misinteroretation, 

Por gach of these records in tle elum you have the nuckorf "1" and nothing alse. 
Cgnparing this with the original werkshects Leads to more queetiones 

Actually Serial $310 is of 6 pages. leu earlier released wo of these pages to me. in se doing you withheld the first of the six and with it withheld even the Sorial Hunber. 
The single sage you mow provide is not one of those you provided initially, Your dea 
scription of now releasing only "parneraphs 2,3 and 4" dae not apoear to he accurate. 

Secavse i was given no record bearing the Serial I sade this note for cyself as 
“he fixst pote velating te Section 763 "9510 = what is probably this serial is not 
identified in any way." 

the two pages I was provided bear no classification indication of sny kind. 
‘hie eleo is true of Serigl 5513 ~ no classification of any dnd on the first and 

only page of mine apcoriing to your new list. However, as provided te ne originally 
there Were teb receiie under this Serial, and the werkshoet dose not mention the first 
or the ene of whieh you new provide a new copy. The vorksh-ots were altered and the 
Leentaricetioa of the ssceead recori andy wes added, 

Your present exenption claims ara te (b)(1) end (b)(7)(¢} tor 5510, (T}(G) for 
5513 only. Ig do not knew xbich of the exemptions you now believe is appropriate to the 
date of 5510 bat beenuse therck in ne privacy dels possible for Sr. 4ong, whoes initials appear an the meng, I presume you claim (b}(t)s Hell, thie is hurdly the first tine you 
heve made a (b)(1) claim for public knoldedge. I Genter? the dexignetion af the dats you withheld, 1/21/69 as a matter of "netional security." By a carben I em also ap ng 
this and what follows, 

In some respecte - virtually all ~ the copy of 5513 originally provided to me is 
identical with the copy yeu now provide except that you remove one paragraph less and you 
alge add @ “TOP SECRET" stamp, Not only have you classified uhat wes originally us 
Classified, meonlag under &.6.11652 as of the time you provided the original copy to me, 
you have classified the ontire page at a classification higher the: any of ite parts, 

Ali of this classification gall is diyided into three parts. Two are marked with the 
letter "CG" ant one with th: letter "9", (Row thet you have declassified the first seragreph of text it is apparent that it was not properly classified to begin with, if it was classified without indiewtion of this on the copy originally movided to as.) 

This is the record that was memerpeheled on the originel vorkohecte by backing out. 
this record also bears the designation "JUKg" typed on both versions.




